Monte Carlo integration is a powerful technique for the evaluation of difficult integrals. Applications in rendering include distribution ray tracing, Monte Carlo path tracing, and form-factor computation for radiosity methods. In these cases variance can often be significantly reduced by drawing samples from several distributions, each designed to sample well some difficult aspect of the integrand. Normally this is done by explicitly partitioning the integration domain into regions that are sampled differently. We present a powerful alternative for constructing robust Monte Carlo estimators, by combining samples from several distributions in a way that is provably good. These estimators are unbiased, and can reduce variance significantly at little additional cost. We present experiments and measurements from several areas in rendering: calculation of glossy highlights from area light sources, the "final gather" pass of some radiosity algorithms, and direct solution of the rendering equation using bidirectional path tracing.
Introduction
Technically, rendering is all about clever ways to approximate integrals. For example, the pixel values in an "ideal" image usually involve integration over the image plane, lens position, and so on. Furthermore, the quality of a rendering algorithm is frequently measured by the accuracy and efficiency with which these integrals are approximated. In this paper, we focus on Monte Carlo (MC) methods for evaluating such integrals. These methods use random sampling to simplify the integration problem, by expressing the integral as the expected value of a random variable. The major drawback of MC integration is that the resulting estimates can have high variance; this is perceived as noise in a rendered image.
Unfortunately, the functions that we need to integrate in computer graphics are often ill-behaved. They are almost always discontinuous, and often have singularities or very large values over small portions of their domain. Because of this, we often need more than one sampling technique to estimate an integral with low variance. Normally this is accomplished by explicitly partitioning the domain of integration into several regions, and designing a sampling technique for each region. For example, a simple distribution ray tracer may use one technique to evaluate direct lighting, another to estimate glossy reflections, and a third for ideal specular contributions.
In this paper, we explore the general problem of constructing lowvariance estimators by combining samples from several techniques. We do not construct new sampling methods-all the samples we use come from one of the given distributions. Instead, we look for better ways to combine the samples; in particular, strategies that compute weighted combinations. We show that there is a large class of unbiased estimators of this type, parameterized by a set of weighting functions. We then seek weighting functions within this class that minimize variance. In a sense, we are asking the inverse problem: given several sampling techniques, how should the domain be partitioned among them? (Or more generally, how should the samples be weighted?)
A good solution to this problem turns out to be surprisingly simple. We show how to combine samples from several distributions in a way that is provably good, both theoretically and practically. This allows us to construct MC estimators that have low variance for a broad class of integrands-we call such estimators robust. The significance of our methods is not that we can take several bad sampling techniques and concoct a good one out of them, but rather that we can take several potentially good techniques and combine them so that the strengths of each are preserved.
In Sec. 2, we review the fundamentals of MC integration for rendering, and give an example to motivate our variance reduction framework. Sec. 3 explains our ideas on combining samples from several distributions, and gives theoretical justification under several models (proofs can be found in App. A). In Sec. 4 we present computed images and numerical results for several application areas: glossy highlights from area light sources, the "final gather" pass of some radiosity algorithms, and direct solution of the rendering equation using bidirectional path tracing. Finally, Sec. 5 discusses of a number of tradeoffs and open issues related to our work.
Monte Carlo rendering

Integrals for radiance
We have chosen two basic problems in rendering to illustrate our techniques: evaluation of the radiance leaving a surface given a description of the incoming illumination (as in distribution ray tracing or some "final gather" approaches), and direct solution of the rendering equation [5] . For further details and background see [3] .
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where fr is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), S 2 is the set of all unit direction vectors, is the usual solid angle measure, and 0 i is the angle between! 0 i and the surface normal at x 0 (see Fig. 1 ). We allow fr to model transmission as well (in this case fr is the bidirectional scattering distribution function).
Sometimes it is preferable to express the reflectance equation as an integral over the domain M of scene surfaces (e.g. for direct lighting calculations). This form is given by
where
Here A is the usual measure of surface area, r and 0 Often the incident radiance distribution is unknown, and we must solve for it. This leads to the global illumination problem: given an emitted radiance distribution Le, find the equilibrium radiance distribution L satisfying L(x 0 !x 00 ) = L e ( x 0 ! x 00 )
This is known as the three-point rendering or light transport equation [5] . Equation (3) can be written concisely in operator form as L = Le + T L, where T is the light transport operator. Under weak assumptions, the solution is given formally by the Neumann series
T i Le : (4) This says that the equilibrium radiance L is the sum of emitted light, plus light that bounces once, twice, etc.
Our goal is to compute a finite set of measurements that approximately represent L. Each measurement Ip is expressed as an inner product or "weighted average" of the radiance distribution L, as modeled by the measurement equation:
where Wp(x!x 0 ) is the weighting function corresponding to a particular measurement Ip. For example, the value of each pixel p in an image can be expressed in the form (5), using a weighting function Wp that is non-zero on the set of rays mapped to pixel p by the virtual lens. Wp can model arbitrary lens systems used to form the image, as well as any linear filters used for anti-aliasing.
Monte Carlo integration
We review the basic principle of MC integration, and establish some notation for the following sections. Our goal is to estimate
where f : ! R and is a measure function.
We define a sampling technique as an algorithm for choosing random points in the domain . Let p(x)d(x) be the probability distribution of the points generated. The idea of MC integration is to generate a sample X, and then use f(X)=p(X) as an estimate of F. As long as the sample value f(X)=p(X) is finite for all samples X, it is easy to show that this estimate is unbiased:
where E[Z] denotes the expected value of Z. In practice, we estimate F by taking several samples X1; : : : ; X n distributed according to p, and computing
MC integration has one inherent drawback,which manifests itself as a tradeoff between variance and running time. Letting F be the sample value f(X)=p(X), the variance of F is
If we take n independent samples according to (7) , variance is reduced by a factor of n, while running time is increased by a factor of n. [6] .
On the other hand, suppose that we sample f inadequately in some region U where its value is large (i.e. p f=F). By (8) we see that samples from U can make a large contribution to the variance, even if U is relatively small. This effect is a major cause of noise in Monte Carlo images. Our primary goal is to show how this problem may be avoided, by combining samples from several distributions designed to sample well each significant region of f.
An example: glossy highlights
Consider how a distribution ray tracer might render the highlight produced by an area light source S on a nearby glossy surface (see Fig. 2 ). Given a viewing ray that strikes the glossy surface, there are two obvious strategies for MC evaluation of the reflected radiance, corresponding to forms (1) and (2) of the reflectance equation.
With area sampling, we randomly sample points on S to evaluate the integral (2) . To compute the estimate (7), we must know the distribution p(x) dA(x) of the samples-for example, they may be chosen uniformly on S with respect to surface area or emitted power.
Since there is considerable freedom in choosing p, area sampling One of these strategies can have a much lower variance than the other (see Fig. 2 ). For example, if the light source is very small, we are unlikely to hit it with rays chosen by randomly sampling the BRDF. On the other hand, if the BRDF is nearly specular, randomly chosen points on the light source will probably not contribute significantly to the radiance reflected along the viewing ray.
In both these cases, noise is caused by inadequate sampling where the integrand is large. To understand this, notice that the integrand in the reflectance equation (2) is the product of various unrelated factors-the BRDF, the emitted radiance Le, and several geometric quantities. However, the area sampling distribution used in Fig. 2 (a) does not take into account the BRDF for example, while the directional sampling in Fig. 2 (b) does not depend on the emitted radiance. When an unconsidered factor is dominant (e.g. a small bright light, or a shiny surface), that sampling technique will do poorly.
It is important to realize that both strategies are importance sampling techniques aimed at generating sample points on the same domain (in this case, the light source S). Area sampling chooses a point x 2 S directly, while directional sampling chooses x by casting a ray in the chosen direction! 0
(see Fig. 1 ) 1 . This lets us compute the probability densities assigned by area and directional methods to the same point x.
Our framework for variance reduction
When choosing a Monte Carlo sampling technique, we rarely know exactly what the integrand is. Instead, we have some model for the integrand, defined by a set of parameters (e.g. the BRDF, the scene geometry, etc). Given several sampling techniques to choose from, the variance of each one can change dramatically as these parameters vary.
Our main goal is to show how Monte Carlo integration can be made more robust, by constructing estimators that have low variance for a broad class of integrands. To achieve this, we must avoid insufficient sampling of each candidate integrand f where its value is large. Our approach to this problem has three steps.
First, we design a set of importance sampling distributions p1; : : : ; p n . For each region where f has the potential to be large, we try to construct a sampling distribution that approximates f well over that portion of the domain. An excellent source of these distributions is the situation in the example above, where f is a product of several unrelated functions, and each pi is proportional to the product of a subset of these.
Next, we determine how many samples to take from each pi. We assume this is fixed in advance, based on knowledge of f and pi.
Finally, the integral is estimated as a weighted combination of all the sample values. The main subject of this paper is how to do this, such that the estimate is unbiased and has low variance.
Combining sampling techniques
We are given an integrand f : ! R , and several importance sampling distributions p1; : : : ; p n . Our goal is to estimate R f(x)d(x). We assume that only two operations are available: we can take a sample from any of the distributions pi, and we can evaluate f(x), and pi(x) for any x 2 . Each sample is assumed to be independent, i.e. we generate new random bits to control its selection.
As mentioned above, we must also decide how many samples to take from each pi. We define ci as the relative number of samples taken from pi, where
In this paper, we assume that the ci are fixed in advance, i.e. before any samples are taken. The choice of the ci is an interesting problem that we discuss further in Sec. 5.2.
The key ideas in this section are simple. First, notice that by drawing a fraction ci of the samples from each pi, the resulting group of samples has the distribution p(x) = P i c i p i ( x ) . We propose that the natural way to combine importance sampling techniques is to consider this combined sample distribution when computing the unbiased estimate f(X)=p(X).
Second, we show that this method of combining samples is provably good (compared to partitioning, simple weighted combinations, etc). To justify this claim, we explore a much larger class of unbiased combination strategies, parameterized by a set of weighting functions. We then look for weighting functions that minimize the variance of the combined estimator, and show that the combination strategy above is close to optimal. This gives us confidence that our methods compare favorably with other possible techniques.
Third, we use our framework of unbiased estimators to reduce variance further in an important special case. Specifically, it is common in practice that for the particular integrand f we are given, one of the given sampling distributions is far superior to the rest (e.g. a small bright light or shiny surface in Fig. 2 ). We study two families of weighting functions that perform significantly better in this situation, while retaining provably good behavior in general.
The combined sample distribution
Suppose that ni = ciN independent samples Xi;j are taken from distribution pi, for a total of N samples. As a group, the samples have the distribution
More precisely, p(x) is the distribution of a random variable X which is equal to each Xi;j with probability 1=N. We call this the combined sample distribution. From this point of view, the standard estimator (7) gives
As we will show, this is a provably good way to combine samples from several distributions. Within the framework described below, this strategy is called the balance heuristic (Sec. 3.3).
The multi-sample model
In this section we consider unbiased estimators that allow samples to be weighted differently, depending on which underlying distribution pi they were chosen from. Each estimator is parameterized by a set of weighting functions w1; : : : ; w n , where wi(x) gives the weight associated with a sample x drawn from pi. The combined estimator is given by
wi(Xi;j) f(Xi;j) pi(Xi;j) (11) where the Xi;j are independent samples from distribution pi, as before. For this estimator to be unbiased, we require that
Think of this as a weighted sum of the estimators f(Xi;j)=pi(Xi;j).
The weights are allowed to vary with position, but must always sum to one. For example, if at every point x all but one of the wi are zero, we get a simple partitioning of the domain into n regions. This represents a heuristic such as dividing the visible hemisphere into light source regions and non-light-source regions, which are then sampled using different methods.
The balance heuristic
We now have a large parameter space over which to optimize (the space of allowable weighting functions wi). Our goal is to minimize the variance of F by choosing the wi appropriately. Consider the weighting functionsŵ
Theseŵi have the unique property that the sample value fŵi(x)f(x)g=fnipi(x)g from (11) does not depend on i. Because the sample value at a particular x is the same for all underlying distributions, we call this strategy the balance heuristic. Substitutinĝ wi into (11), this is simply a reformulation of the estimator (10) we obtained using the combined probability distribution.
The following theorem gives evidence that these weighting functions are good: See App. A for a proof. This theorem says that no choice of the wi can improve upon the variance of the balance heuristic by more than (1=mini ni 1=N)F 2 (recall that F is the quantity we are trying to estimate). This "variance gap" is very small relative to the variance caused by a poorly chosen sampling distribution, as we saw in Fig. 2 . Also, the variance gap goes to zero as the number of samples increases (assuming all ni are increased).
Furthermore, these weighting functions are practical to evaluate.
The key requirement is that given a sample Xi from pi, we must be able to evaluate pj(Xi) for all j. Any unbiased Monte Carlo algorithm must be able to evaluate pi(Xi), so this is often just a matter of reorganizing the routines that compute probabilities. The time to evaluate these probabilities is generally insignificant compared to other rendering calculations, as we show in Sec. 4. 
Other weighting heuristics
Theorem 1 implies that although the balance heuristic is good, there is still room for improvement. In this section we discuss two families of heuristics that in practice often have lower variance than the balance heuristic. These heuristics satisfy P i wi(x) = 1 and thus give unbiased estimates.
We are motivated by the common situation where one of the pi is an almost perfect match for f (e.g. BRDF sampling with the mirrorlike surface in Fig. 2 ). To develop our ideas, consider the situation in Fig. 3 , where f is a very peaked distribution, p1 is proportional to f, and p2 is the uniform distribution. Assume that we take an equal number of samples from both pi, and form a weighted combination using the multi-sample model (11) .
Since p1 is a zero-variance importance sampling distribution (f (X1)=p1(X1) = F is constant), the optimal weighting functions are obviously w1(x) 1, w2(x) 0. We cannot expect to guess this using only pointwise evaluation of the pi and f; however, we would like to get as close to this ideal as possible.
How well does the balance heuristic perform in this situation, and how can we improve it? Consider the contributions of samples from p1 and p2 separately. Most samples from p1 occur near the peak, where the weighted sample value (see (12) ) is approximately equal to F. Similarly, most samples from p2 occur away from the peak, where their sample value is zero (because f is zero there).
So far, this is very close to optimal. However there are two effects that lead to additional variance. Occasionally a sample from p1 occurs away from the peak (i.e. where p1 p2 does not hold).
In this case the weight p1=(p1+p2) produces a sample value smaller than F; in an image, this shows up as dark spots. On the other hand, sometimes a sample X2 from p2 occurs near the peak of f. These have a weighted sample value slightly smaller than F (see Sec. 3.3).
In an image, this shows up as occasional bright spots. However, these "spikes" are relatively small in magnitude, because a sample from p2 contributes the same as an equivalent sample from p1.
We present two families of heuristics that reduce variance in this important limiting case. They are variations on the balance heuristic, where the weighting functions have been "sharpened" by making large weights closer to one and small weights closer to zero. This is effective at reducing both types of noise above.
The cutoff heuristic modifies the weighting functions by discarding samples with low weight: 2 wi = where pmax = maxj pj. The constant determines how small pi must be compared to pmax before we assign it a zero weight.
The power heuristic raises all weights to a power , and then normalizes:
2 All p i and w i are implicitly functions of x. For simplicity we have assumed all n i are equal; otherwise replace p i by n i p i everywhere.
Notice that when = 0 or = 1 , we get the balance heuristic. When =1or =1, we get the maximum heuristic:
This heuristic simply partitions the domain according to which distribution pi generates samples there with the highest probability.
The advantage of these heuristics is reduced variance when one of the pi is much better than the rest. Their performance is otherwise similar to the balance heuristic; it is possible to show they are never much worse (we give bounds in App. A, measurements in Sec. 4.1).
The one-sample model: optimality
In this section, we consider a sampling model where we our combination methods are optimal. Under this one-sample model, each sample is taken from a randomly selected distribution pi. Distribution pi is chosen with probability ci. This idea is used in path tracing for example, where at each bounce we choose randomly between the diffuse, specular, or transmitted distributions. Again, each estimator is parameterized by a set of weighting functions fwi(x)g. The process of choosing a distribution, taking a sample, and computing the weighted sample value is described mathematically by the combined estimator
Here U is a uniformly distributed random variable on [0; 1), I is the index of the randomly chosen distribution, and XI is a sample from distribution I. This estimator is unbiased as long as
In this case, the balance weighting strategy is optimal: 
Experiments
Distribution ray tracing
Our first test is the computation of glossy highlights from area light sources (see also Sec. 2.3 and Fig. 2) . The area sampling technique 3 used in Fig. 2(a) works well for small light sources and rough surfaces. The directional sampling technique in (b) does well for large light sources and smooth surfaces. In (c), the power heuristic with =2is used to combine both kinds of samples. This method works very well for all light source/surface combinations.
We have also measured variance numerically as a function of roughness. Fig. 4 shows the test setup, and the results are summarized in Fig. 5 . Notice that all four weighting heuristics yield a variance that is close (on an absolute scale) to the minimum variance when either sampling technique is used alone. In particular, Thm. 1 guarantees that the variance 2 of the balance heuristic is within 2 =2 of the best input technique. The plots in Fig. 5(a) are well within that bound.
At the extremes of the roughness axis there are significant differences among the heuristics. As expected, the balance heuristic (a) performs worst at the extremes, since the other heuristics were specifically designed for the case when one sampling technique is much better than the rest. The power heuristic (c) with =2works especially well over the whole range of roughness values. Above the graphs we show how the variance of each method appears in an image, for three circled roughness values. Notice how the cutoff, power, and maximum heuristics reduce the "bright spot" and "dark spot" noise (Sec. 3.4) at the extremes.
Recall that to evaluate the weights at a point x, we must compute the probabilities with which both methods generate x. For example, if x is a point on the light source generated by (a), we find the probability p2(! 0 i ) d(! 0 i ) that (b) generates the directioñ ! 0 i pointing toward x, and convert this probability to the measure p2(x) dA(x) using (9). The total time spent evaluating probabilities and weighting functions in our tests was less than 5%.
Final gather
In this section we consider a simple test case motivated by multipass global illumination algorithms. These algorithms typically compute an approximate solution using the finite element method, followed by one or more ray tracing passes to replace parts of the solution that are poorly approximated or missing. For example, some radiosity algorithms use a local pass or final gather to recompute certain coefficients more accurately.
We examine a variation called per-pixel final gather. The idea is to compute an approximate radiosity solution, and then use it to illuminate the visible surfaces during a ray tracing pass [11, 2] . Essentially, this type of final gather is equivalent to ray tracing with many area light sources (one for each patch, or one for each link in a hierarchical solution). As with the glossy highlight example, there are two common sampling techniques. The brightest patches are classified as "light sources" [2] , and are handled with an area sampling technique (e.g. samples are distributed on the light sources according to emitted power). The remaining patches are sampled by casting rays randomly into the scene (i.e. directional sampling from the point intersected by the viewing ray). If one of these rays hits a light source patch, the sample value is zero (to avoid counting those patches twice). Within our framework for combining sampling techniques, this is clearly a partitioning of the integration domain into two regions.
Given some classification of patches into light sources and non- light sources, we consider alternative ways of combining the two types of samples. To test our weighting strategies, we used the extremely simple test scene shown in Fig. 6 . Twice as many samples are taken in (b) than (a); in practice this ratio would be substantially higher (i.e. the number of directional samples vs. the number of samples for any one light source).
Notice that Fig. 6 (a) does poorly for points near the light source, because the sample distribution does not take into account the 1=r 2 distance term of the reflectance equation (2) . On the other hand (b) does poorly far away from the light source, when the light subtends a small solid angle. In Fig. 6 (c), the power heuristic is used to combine samples from (a) and (b). As expected, this method performs well at all distances. Although (c) uses more samples (the sum of (a) and (b)), this is a valid comparison with the partitioning approach (which also uses both kinds of samples). Variance measurements are plotted in Fig. 6(d) .
Bidirectional path tracing
The basic goal of Monte Carlo path tracing is to estimate the value of each pixel in an image by direct sampling of the rendering and measurement equations (Sec. 2.1). In this section, we show that by combining samples from several importance sampling techniques, this process can be made more efficient. As a source of sampling distributions, we use bidirectional path tracing (introduced independently in [14] and [8, 9] ). We briefly overview the theory below.
To apply our methods, we must first express the value Ip of a pixel p in the standard form R f(x)d(x). To do this, we write out equations (3), (4), and (5) explicitly:
To write this as a single integral large amount of light, and they have a relatively large weight in the measurement process that generates the final image. Bidirectional path tracing uses this idea to construct a family of importancesampling techniques that trade off one property against the other. Unlike standard path tracing, which generates transport paths by starting from the eye and following random bounces backward to the light sources, the bidirectional approach builds a path by connecting two independently generated pieces, one starting from the light sources and the other from the eye. For example, in Fig. 7 the light subpath x0x1 is constructed by choosing a random point x0 on a light source (area sampling), followed by casting a random ray (directional sampling) to find x1. The eye subpath x2x3x4 is constructed by a similar process starting from a random point This idea leads to a set of sampling techniques for transport paths.
Each technique generates paths of a specific length k, by randomly generating a light subpath with m vertices, randomly generating an eye subpath with k+1 m vertices, and concatenating them. In total there are k+2distinct bidirectional sampling techniques for paths of length k (letting m = 0 ; : : : ; k +1 , see Fig. 8 ). Each of these is really a framework for sampling rather than a specific technique, since the paths generated depend on the distributions used to choose each vertex (area sampling for the first vertex of each subpath, usually directional sampling for the rest). These methods can be very diverse, e.g. sophisticated direct lighting techniques can be used to choose the first vertex of the light subpath.
Each technique defines a probability distribution pk;m()d() on paths of length k. We can compute pk;m() explicitly by multiplying the probabilities p(xi) dA(xi) with which the individual vertices were generated. Vertices that were chosen using a directional distribution p(!) d(!) can be converted to the area measure using (9) . To see why these distributions are good candidates for importance sampling, consider the integrand (17) for paths of length k. It is a product of many unrelated functions: Le, Wp, k different G factors, and k 1 different fr factors. Each bidirectional technique includes a different subset of these factors in its sampling distribution; among them, we are more likely to generate paths that contribute significantly to the image.
We now have all the tools to combine samples from these techniques using the methods of Sec. 3: we can take a sample from any of the distributions pk;m, and given any path of length k we can evaluate f() and pk;m(). Fig. 9 shows a scene that we used to test these ideas. Diffuse, glossy, and pure specular surfaces are present. Transport paths of lengths up to k = 5 were sampled using the bidirectional distributions pk;m described above. For efficiency, we randomly generate maximum-length eye and light subpaths in pairs. We then take samples from all pk;m by joining each prefix of the light subpath to each suffix of the eye subpath. For example, to sample p2;1 we concatenate the first vertex of the light subpath and the last two vertices of the eye subpath. Each such group of samples is dependent, but this does not appear to significantly affect our results. Another important optimization reduces the number of visibility tests between the eye and light subpaths, by using Russian roulette [6] to randomly suppress small potential contributions without adding bias.
The final image in Fig. 9 (b) was created by combining samples from all distributions using the power heuristic (with = 2 ). The image is 500 by 500 with 25 samples per pixel. The weighted contribution from each technique is shown in the pyramid in Fig. 9(a) . The pyramid does not show the complete set of sampling techniques; paths of length one are not shown because the light sources are not directly visible, and one column has been stripped from the left and right sides of each row because these images are virtually black (i.e. the weighted contributions are very small). Observe the caustics on the table, both directly from the spotlight and indirectly from reflected light on the ceiling. The unusual caustic pattern to the left is caused by the square shape of the spotlight's emitting surface. Notice that some effects, such as caustics and specular reflections, get their contributions almost entirely from one sampling technique. This says that the other techniques are very poor estimators of these contributions.
For comparison, Fig. 9 (c) shows standard MC path tracing with 56 samples per pixel (the same computation time as Fig. 9(b) ). Direct lighting was used on all paths except for caustics, which were rendered by following paths right back to the light sources (the caustics would otherwise not be visible).
Discussion
Conclusions
As we have shown, our methods for combining sampling techniques can substantially reduce the variance of Monte Carlo rendering calculations. These techniques are practical, and the additional cost is small-less than 10% of the time in our tests was spent evaluating probabilities and weighting functions. We also have strong bounds on their performance relative to other combination strategies.
Overall, we found that the power heuristic (with = 2 ) gave the best results. It is similar to the balance heuristic in general, but has significantly lower variance when one of the pi is a good match for f. When none of the given sampling distributions is a good match for f (e.g. Fig. 6 ), the differences among the various weighting strategies are small. For example, in bidirectional path tracing it is more efficient to take one sample from all distributions at once (Sec. 4.3). In the glossy highlights example, the ci are constrained because the samples are used for other purposes (direct lighting samples for the diffuse component, and directional samples for glossy reflections of objects other than light sources). Often these other purposes will dictate the number of samples taken. In this case, by taking a weighted combination of both types of samples we can reduce the variance of the highlight calculation essentially for free.
Choosing the number of samples
Comments on direct lighting
The examples of Sec. 4.1, 4.2 are essentially direct lighting problems. They differ only in the terms of the reflectance equation that cause high variance-the BRDF, the 1=r 2 distance term, or the emitted radiance distribution Le.
In Sec. 4.2, we used a simple light source sampling technique. Although there are more sophisticated techniques for direct lighting [13] , it can still be useful to combine several kinds of samples. Observe that any strategy for sampling a group of patches as light sources induces some probability distribution on the patch surfaces. Since these strategies are always approximations, some factors of the reflectance equation (2) will not be approximated well. In parts of the scene where these omitted factors become dominant, simple directional sampling can be more efficient. By combining both kinds of samples, we can make such strategies more robust.
Shirley and Wang [12] also compare directional and area sampling techniques for glossy highlights (Sec. 4.1). They analyze a specific Phong-like BRDF and light source sampling method, and derive an expression for when to switch from one to the other (as a function of surface roughness and light source solid angle). In contrast, our methods work for general BRDF's and sampling techniques, and can combine samples from any number of distributions.
Approximating the weighting functions
The models in Sec. 3 assume that given a sample Xi from distribution pi, we can compute pj(x) exactly for all other j. Sometimes this is problematic-e.g. pj(x) may be expensive or complicated to evaluate. More difficulties arise when a sampling technique pj uses random numbers that cannot be determined from the resulting sample point x. For example, some direct lighting strategies [13] generate several candidate sample points xi, and then choose one randomly. Given an arbitrary point x, it is difficult to evaluate pj(x) because this probability depends on information other than the sample location x itself.
The easiest way to handle these problems is to recall that the results are unbiased as long as P i wi(x) = 1 . When computing the wi, it is perfectly reasonable to use an approximation p 0 j of the true probabilities pj. This will give unbiased results even if the approximations p 0 j are poor, as long as they are consistently used (i.e. p 0 j (Xi) does not depend on i). Of course, poor approximations may lead to increased variance. Note that pi(Xi) must always be evaluated exactly in (11) to avoid bias; however this is required of any unbiased Monte Carlo algorithm.
Future work
We would like to explore other applications where it makes sense to use several sampling distributions. Even within the framework of global illumination, there are many such problems. For example, bidirectional path tracing can be used to estimate the coefficients of basis functions defined on scene surfaces (let Wp in (5) be the dual basis function). This is an unexplored alternative to particle tracing models for Monte Carlo radiosity, and may be an effective solution to the problem of patches that do not receive enough particles.
We think that there is great potential for designing better sampling distributions-we hope that the existence of good methods to combine the samples will spur further work in this area. Again, global illumination provides a rich framework, because of the complexity of the domain and the integrand.
Another interesting problem is how to choose the ci. One research area is the derivation of a priori rules for specific applications (similar to [12] ). Another goal is to find strategies for the general case; adaptive methods seem promising here. Note that adaptive methods can introduce bias, unless two-stage sampling is used [7] . which is virtually identical to the second moment term that we minimized in the proof of Thm. 1.
We also present worst-case bounds for the weighting heuristics from Sec. whereF uses the indicated heuristic, and F uses the (unknown) optimal weighting functions. For the cutoff heuristic, we can show c = 1 + ( n 1),
while for the power heuristic we can show c = 1 + 1 ((n 1)( 1)) 1 1= : When =2 , we can prove the stronger bound c = 1 2 (1 + p n).
